The purpose of this paper is to describe the profile characteristics of a few important soil types which we have mapped in the counties of Grant and Alfalfa of North Central Oklahoma. These counties occur in the physiographic region known as the Red Beds Plain. The annual rainfall varies from 25 to 30 inches, which is about an average between the highest annual rainfall of 40 inches in the eastern part of the state and the lowest annual rainfall of 20 inches in the western part, (figure 1.)
A description of the important soils in the area shows three distinct types of soil profiles. One type is represented by the Oswego' 1 '* and the Renfrow series. The second type of profile is confined to the Vernon series and the third to the Manchester and Pond Creek soils.
The Oswego and Renfrow Soils
The Oswego and Renfrew soils are most extensively developed in the eastern two thirds of Grant county. The Oswego is confined to very level uplands and the Renfrew to smooth gradually sloping surfaces.
The profile of an Oswego soil shows a gradual transition from one color to another beginning from the surface downward, and thereby dividing the profile into several color horizons. The first 14 inches of the profile is dark gray. Below this is the second horizon of a dark brown or mostly black color that continues downward to a depth of 30 inches. The third horizon, which is a yellowish brown or sometimes a reddish brown, extends
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downward to a depth of 50 inches bef ihe fourth layer that has a red to reddi Each of these horizons in the prof soils have developed certain individual s that differ from that of the others. Th composed of material that is moderately ure and in the lower part there is a spri colored material throughout the soil m 5 inches the material has a very fine that is single grain in structure. In an dition it is laminated through the fo disc-shaped particles that overlap each o al position. These particles are thin usually disappear when moistened by r dry they are grayish in color and produc when reduced to fine powder. Grass roo cate network throughout the material, broken apart before most of the materia Below the laminated part of the hori breaks up into pieces of various sizes exposes a large number of grass roots vertical direction in the horizon. The material have soft rounded corners an to 1 inch in thickness to 4 inches o They are easily reduced to a fine silt moderately moist. Some of this materi structure but there is not enough of it terial to crumble into uniform size st lt is also darker in color than the mate part of the horizon and crushing produ change in color. The sprinkling of gray pronounced on the profile in the transit the first and second horizons. It is fo thin film of whitish color on the outsid icles and when these soil particles are or brownish color is produced. This gra terial is usaully brought up to the surf and as a result the recently plowed field conditions have a very grayish shade u But under wet conditions the surface dark in color.
The second horizon, according to fingers, has a very high content of cla and plastic when moderately moist but hard so that crushing by hand is alm
